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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MARCH 10, 1976

Office of the Vice President
(Washin2ton, D. ~~.~)__________________
REMARKS OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
AT THE
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL ENERGY COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
WASHINGTON, D. C.

(AT 1:50 P.M. EST)
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Mr. Secretary, believe me,
ladies and gentlemen, the Secretary and I have a mutual
admiration association. "It has been going on for about 27
years.
The first time I had the pleasure of knol"ing the
Secretary is when he testified before a group in Doston
which I was associated wi~~, on sone facet of the State and
local government.
I have always admired him and his dedication to
this country in the best tradition of public service, this
being a democracy; unless t~ere are those who are willing
to assume" the responsibilities of the various facets of our
life, on~ be.ing the Free Enterprise System, ano~her government,
the whole range of social activities to the spiritual,
the extraordinary blend of these which make up a free society.

The subject which we are here to discuss today,
or which you are here to discuss and which you have been
good enough to let me J01n you in relation to this subject,
ts one that affects all facets of our life, both national and
international, and the well-being of the American people and
our ability to do for ~~e citizens of our country as a society
and our ability to preserve our national security and play
our role in the world. So that I can imagine a no more
interesting or important. subject.
I would like to salute Mr. Frank Zarb, who hasn't
arrived yet, but who is ·the spearhead of this program. We
were just meeting with a group of Senators at lunch on the
subject of ~~e hearings starting in the Senate and the House
on the President's bill, Energy Independence Authority.
I would like to thank !1r. Darman, ft1r. George,
Mr. Shircliff, and all of you distinguished consumers of
energy, who are the ones who really understand this problem,
and those members of the public who have joined us on this
.occasion.
In order to try and be precise before going into
any questions, I thought perhaps I would just go through a
:S11ght1y condensed version of my thinking on this subject.
" It is harder to write a short speech than to make a long one.
So Iwi11 stick with some short remarks first.
HORE
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As I say, you all know the President last October
set up this Energy Independence Authority calling for
energy self-sufficiency, which he had done in his State of
the Union address a year ago, his first State of the Union
address.
Yet, in the debate that has centered about this
proposal since its introduction, the key issue has not been
squarely faced in the country. That question is whether or
not this Nation can afford to depend increasingly on imported
oil.
To my way of thinking, the answer is clear. Ne
are a great :'lation, a world leader. Tle have great inter
national responsibilities. t-Je have a complex, interdependent,
sensitive economy. Such a Nation simply cannot afford to
depend on foreign sources for nearly 40 percent of its oil
supply.
Since the end of the OPEC oil embargo over two
years ago, we have witnessed the unhealthy economic
consequences of cartelized pricing. We have lived with a
constant threat to our economy and our security of another
possible embargo.
A world leader cannot accept these conditions and
expect to maintain its world leadership role. Nor can we
count indefinitely on a trade surplus to finance what already
this year has grown to a $30 billion outflow -- this year it
will be $30 billion -- for the imported OPEC oil.
In the years ahead our balance of payments position
could run into a deplorably serious deficit position. I
think, as you noticed, last month for the first time in quite
a few months we had a deficit in balance of payments.
It is only due to the fact that we are selling
$10 billion of armaments abroad and agriculture has upped
its exports of agricultural products from about $5 billion
to over $20 billion that we are able to pay this. This is
something that I think has been inadequately considered.
In addition, if 1;'I7e spent the current $30 billion
annually at home for domestic production requirements, it
would produce over a million new jobs which are urgently
needed today.
Therefore, let us examine the Energy Independence
Authority, not in abstract terms, but in terms of its
capacity to act as a catalyst in solving this energy crisis.
Some people still doubt that there is an energy
crisis. You wouldn't believe it, but at a Governors'
Conference, Governor Exon is the one who asked me that
question as to whether there was an energy crisis.
He said, "How can there be an energy crisis when
there is plenty of gas in the pumps?" I said, "You have
got it right there. Sure there is plenty of gas in the pumps.
M.ORE
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Why? Because we import 40 percent of our requirements."
Therefore, that is why we have ti1e crisis, because that
supply can be cut off.
•

I"
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•

•

Some people believe tha,t· the OPEC cartel will
1
probably collapse, or 'that if government regulations are
lifted the present decline in domestic oil production
will be reversed, or that some technological breakthrough
will hand us an instant solution. And I think that a lot
of people are waiting for these factors to take place,
and that is why we dC?'not see more action on the domestic
front to achieve energy self-su~ficiency.
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All of these are hc)pes, not hard solutions. The
reality is that we are increasingly dependent on imported
oil and this dependence has ~npreasingly dangerous
•
J
consequences.
J ..
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President Ford clearly recognizes this reality.
And he has accepted the fact that government must act to
meet its responsibilities to the American people both with
respect to their economic well-being and their national
securi ty by facing up to tI1e', energy. si tuation. Once '.the
necessity to act has been'accepted, the question then
becomes what action alternatives do we have •
.'
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I have 'to si!y 'that" I ..don' t ,thin'k the Ameriiqan people
yet full'y realize 'the' :situatio'n' :that we are up' ,ag~inst, and
it is understandable, as we have already said, why.
Quite bluntly, I have yet to see any realistic
alternatives from those who reject the creation of an· Energy
Independence Authority. The Authority is a solution to meet
and solve 'bur energy problem, yet it does not 'go beyond:,"
those specific objectives. It goes only as f~r as govern
ment should go in helping to achieve this important goal,
and not a step further.
i : .'
There is ample precedent in our history for
positive government action to encourage the American enter
prise system in achieving a national objective tq~t will
contribute to essential ec.onom~,c growth, the well-being of
our people,
increased job oppor~unities,
and our national
.
securl.ty.
" .:" '\
.' __ 'jr, .... :~

For example: Agricul tur~ , . ,~he Homes"tead Act and
Federal encouragement to ,f.El~ fa~rJ.ie"s ~ ~rough a mul tl.pll.cl. ty
of various activities; Rail;-0~9.~,~ .f.¢de'f.al:... land grants and
rights-of-way for transcorrt'inenbll.~aiiways. This is why
.'
'"
we have an intercontinentcll" railroad...system•
•_
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The Automotive industry, which has been basic to
our economic vitality, is there because government at all
levels has spent billions of dollars building both the state
and interstate highway system.
The Aviation industry, which we pride ourselves on
as a Nation, is made possible as a result of billions of
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dollars in research and devel6p~ent and military aircraft
development which mad~p'o~si~!~ ~he progre~s of our present
priva te ' avia tion industry' £or'.,qi vilian use.
"

"

Economic Recovery, the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation which began during ,the depression years under
President Hoover; the Raw 'foiateriai' Shortages, the Rubber
Reserve Corporation which ,was Set up by the RFC wheri we'
couldn't get natural rubpet 'durLng"f'1orld ,w~r II" anq, five
or six companies were contracted to' ,get synthetic ' ,
rubber' Under government ,:ontracts. _' "
.~
"I

.'

,

'

"

Three or four found solutions'. '.This created a"
new industry in America. It 'wa's sold by the government,
and they got their money out of it.
"

t

' ,

Here is essentially how the Energy Independence "
Authority would be financed and operated. Our best estimates
are that the capital required to achieve American energy
independence in this country within ~O years would be between
$600 billion and $800 billion.
'
.',
,',

The Authority would be established with $100 billion
of financial resources -- $25 billion of it in equity from the
Federal Government and $75 billion raised through loans by
the Federai~ Government.
'
.
;

~

The objective would be to help finance on a self
liquidating basis those energy projects which (I)' would
contribute to energy independence;' (2) which cannot get all
or part of their necessary financing from private sources;
(3) to simplify government clearanc!es by havi::tg the Federal
Energy Administration act as the cent:ral clea::ing-house
with all other Federal and State agencies where they are
involved, whether it is in ecological or' other regulatory
activities.
That agency would then have the responsibility for
reco~~ending to the Congress, to the President, simplification
in order to accelera'te ,the ability of this Nation to achieve
its goal through'
the ~erican
.
.
. enterprise system.
"(

"

.. ··t " "

The Authority under the law proposedwiil g6'~ 6ti~
of busineSs at the end of 10 years -- having to stop making
loans or'advarice~ 'in 8 years:-:'" thus achieving its special
purpose and preventing the development of another large
perma~e.~t:gov~rn.ment bureaucracy.
-,'. " ' The Author~ty'sforms 9f assistance "would include
loans,loanor 'price guarantees: purchase of ,equity securities
and the' 'cohstblction and lease-purchase' of" facili ties,
'
depending on the particular case and t.'lecircumstances.
r

privat~
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':And in all cases, to the maximum degree possible,
''',

~
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participation and fin~ci.t:lg ~10uld be requ,ired for, the
carrYing out 'of the pro)ects~' .
that it is done through the
American enterprise system,

So
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However, this assistance would be available only
for energy projects ,which ,could".no~ obtain sufficient
fiftancing from the private 'sec~6r.
Examples of pro'je~t~ eligible for Energy Inde,pendence
Authority support wou,ld'inqlude" the production of synthetic
fuels such as gas and 'oIl 'from coal or oil shale -- either
gasification' plants at't:h~ mine 'head or in the neighbojr~ppd,
or the development of a h'ighlY controversial but potentially
exciting in situ process of drilling down into the coal vein,
setting off an explosion, setting it on fire, and having the
gasification process "take place unde-rground and 1fhen ~tAke the
gas and ei thei liq~ify i (or use it ,in gas form when it comes
to the surface.
The same is true for ,shale oil. There is a
possibility ,there :.~' 'ag~;in,,_.lrom:the' 'ecological point of view
tremendously interesting -':.,. of drilling down, and there are
various processes being developed, drilling down into the
shale oil, setting otf 'an ',explosion , setting it on fire, and
then bringing "the gasified oil up and condensing it on the
surface.
,

'

,

The question is what are, the costs? !3~t if you
take oil alone, and take the shale reserves in this country,
we have what, four to five times as much estimated reserve
in shale oil as all of the known reserves in the Arab world.
So we ar~ talking about a thing of major importance.
But again weare in an area where the costs are
such they are unknown. And the pricing structure in this
country, because of the uncertainty of government decisions
in this area, wh~re private en~erprise cannot afford to make
the investment until they ,know whether they have a chance, or
a reasonable' chance, of' cje"tting a return.
Therefore, government can afford to take that risk
and, if successful, then they sell it and the money comes
back. And if they are very successful, of course, they
can make a profit and help; pay for ones in which there was a
loss.
Then you go to another field -- electric power from
nuclear, geothermal or solar sources. There were what, 92
atomic power plants that,have'either been cancelled or post
poned.
The President two years ago, or a year-and-a-half
ago, called for 200 atomic power plants by the year 1985.
Now it takes 10, 11 years to build one. You can't get into
the rate base until it:'is~completed ~d on line; therefore,
the discouragement Qf' the" private ente'r,prise for going in,
with all the ecological,a:nd other problems, involved.
On the other hand, if the economy doesn't pick up,
we will find ourselves in a situation where the decreased
demand for energy, wh~ther it is electricity or gas or oil
or whatnot, is goin9 'to put us in a position where we run the
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riskl,qf getting back to, sho.rtag&':f{' ;infla ~ion, pressures
due to higher pr;ces as' the,re '£6' :competitio~,for the product.
Therefore, 'government could ~ery well, if it was
eSljiential, construct an atomic power plant on a
le'ase-purcbase basis in a cpntract wi th a power company
that it would b~y when ,the power plant was completed on a' "
.,
lease~purchase basis, and a contract with the regulatory
authority in the State in which the power plant was to be
b~ilt that the rates would be changed at the ti~e when the
power p~ant went on line.
d~,termine~

:-"

As I pointed out, a lot of people say, "Well
government shouldl1 l t have anything'to do with it, shouldn1t
get into private enterprise, or they shouldn't get in the
field. II
. Well, the hi~'tory of' this enterprise system in
America has been that wh'en there was a national need, the
governrrier(t'took actions 'which created a climate or which
crea~edthe ,incentives or the conditions to encourage
private enterprise to achieve the objective. In this
case, that is exactly the course.
Ther~

are others who. say, II '{;JeI I , this would
just be a subsidy.
It would not, be a subsidy of private
enterprise.
',
,;,
II

On the other hand, there are those who say,
"Well, this is a first step for the government::"to get into
the energy industry and to take it .qver.
,/:1f,:
51

And I would like to, ,say thatqny,,-.opiil'ion is the
real danger for the energy industry is:tiOtfass'istance in
becoming energy self-s\1fficient as a Nation through this
method; the real danger is if we fail to do it and we get
in a crunch, ,then the government is going to step in, and
there a.;e people today who advocate this already, then the
government will step in and e,!ther go into its own business of
production or will actually 'take over. .the industry.
.

"

,

~

So that in my opinion, this is in the tradition of
our country. It is the encouragement, it is the ca~alyst
to get us off dead center. A,hundred billion dollars "
represents' 'only a fraction of \"'hat" the total investment is
that is needed. But the minute' prices are known, costs
are known, in these various fields, the minute patterns
are established, then private enterprise and private capital
can move' fo~~rd on their own with certainty.
And let I, s face it, one of the really serious
problems that our country fac~s today is that with
regulations, and the legislative,'~ntent that is written
into so much of the regulatory statutes, they have left the
determination as to how it will be carried out to the
regulatory agencies~ Those ~1Jencies then write the rules
and regulations. These theyschange.
~.

"

And you never know if you are a corporation and
you want to make an investment ~hat those rules are going
~10RE'

to be'~ Therefore, you don't know if you invest,; 'a ' hundred
;, thousand ora million dollars wha,t the rules will be and
whether you will be able to make a return on the investment.
Now, I know what the answer in a great many
people's minds is right around this table here. If you
just'get rid of these regulations, then industry would go.
The answer to that is the public want regulations,
and the 'Congress is 'not about to abolish the regulations.
And the best we could hope for ts' t.1-te ,simplificatiol), o'f,
these and the st'abilizationof these so' you know the rules'
of 'the game and they ,are not chan~ed while you are in the ,
middle of the', play.
., i
"But still, because of the price situation, an'd'
the ,danger 'of -- let's hope and pray t.1-tat it never happens"
-- of another blow-up in the Middle East and resumption of '
an oil boycott, this country faces absolute chaos, both in
terms of security and in terms, of our economic and social
life~. "\
'Now, this bill also would permit the financing
through one of these means as described of ,facilities 'that
are related to energy self-suffidiency,:rsuch as 'transportation,
the financing through the purchase of preferred<stock or loa'n
on the repair of a roadbed, modernization of a roadbed, pipe
lines; other forms of transmission, where private capital is
not'. available.
The Authority would be run by a board',of five
knowledgeable directors to be ,appointed by the President,
subject to Senate confirmation.
Let us ask some of the 'questions 'as ,to wha't' the
Authori ty would do and would not do. t10uld it have an
influence on capital markets by 'allocating capital to
energy~

Of course it would. It would be'doing exactly
that, up to a possible total of $100 million out of
$600 million. 'But this is national pelicy an'yhow. There
fo~e;.,;·.the: President by his statement has already' said this
is our national policy and, there fore, he has made ,the'
policy decision in terms of national security.

,,_

I

:

.L

•

It is a question of wh-ether the companies can':~
gtit: 'the financing 'from private sources or from government' '"
sourcesi~- but there is the need.
')'

!.

Ii

"

"

The important question is whether' government'should
take action to get us off dead center and on the road to
achieving energy independence and giving our economy a
firril;reliable base for' steady growth and the increase of'
jobs;' :which is essential.
We need two-and-a-half million jobs now this
year "and then we arE;; going to 'need annually, as.ytow,t.h
MORE
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rate of about a mill~on six to two million jqps to meet
the needs of a growing population, kids c~ming~out of schools
and colleges'.
I have to say there are those who believe in a
no-growth philosophy •.. That means those who have got it
already are sort of' in a position' of saying, "We are aboard
lads. Pull up the ladder. To hell with the rest of them."
I have to think and .believe .deeply ~~is country
has grown to ~where it is in terms of opportunity for all
through growth; and that if we are to have growth, we have
the; 'potential for the energy, the raw materials, and
preservation of our 'ecology at the same time; that we have
the science and technology to do it and the system to do
it, the enterprise system, and it is the greatest system
in the world·. . Unless we make it work, it is not going to
be preserved.
;

One can imagine the devastating consequences I
have. already mentioned of another boycott. Forty percent
of our energy comes from abroad now. But the East Coast
depends b~t!rle(an.aO and 90 percent on imported energy, and
a boycott. this time, whereas before it was 27 percent -~ and
then some of the countries d~dn't boycott -- now I think we
.. would find ·'absolutechaos. ", '
.. ,
Since energy development today is an especially
risky business, you might well ask whether government should
be taking these risks. As Lincoln said, "The legitimate
object of gQvernmen1t is to do for a community of people
whatever th~¥ :need to have ddn~, but cannot do at all, or
cannot as' t"eIldo, for themselves, in ,their separate and
individual capacities. In all that the people can do as
well for th~mse.lves, government ought not to interfere."

j

":.

,I still ag're'e wi til ..Lincoln on that. If. industry
does this,: itself, fine~ and capital will flow from privatC3
sources, fine. If it won't, it is a national need. Arid no
group understan,ds that better, than those who are here present •
.':

"

, ,

,~

Thir; is espE;!cially important .in this CiaSe where
our-,national' security is involved, and 'our nati~nal securi~y
and dependence on oil supplies.
' .' l
Because of the risks and high capital requirements,
no one can fault the private sector for being hesitant to
venture on a new course where present .government
regulation":,
.
......
and the lack "of clear congressional action to date in
support of the President's declared national policy of energy
independence lea~es future 'prices so uncertain.
At the same' tirrie, 'since these sources, must be
developed, it makes ,'eminEmt goodsiense for government .to
come in on a self-liquidat.ing basis to sha,re or take' 'the " 1
high risks and enable the private sector to get the job done.
l'lhat set.'s apart the "successful entrep~eneur is
that he took risks which others Would not take -- and maae ',' "
them payoff.
f10RE
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Obviously, all the investments the Authority
makes are not going to be successful. But those that are
will yield not only a financial return to the government
but the principal beneficiary will be the Nation whicp~:
will profit from stimulated economic growth and strengthened
national' security.
Gentlemen, these are the highlights.
my opinions on the subject, which,I th1n.k express those
of the Admi~istration. I would be delighted to answer any
questions or discuss any phase of it.

MR. ~mY: Mr. Vice President, wouldn't your
allocation of this financing tend to patronize the program
by whic~ ~e obtained energy independence, and wouldn't that
necessita'te a previously established, pretty well, plan'
of action?
, :'.1,'

THE VICr: PRESIDENT: That is a two-part question.
The first part, the answer is certainly, yes. On the:second
part of your question, I question whether the government has
the wisdom to, determine how this country should develop its
energy soatces, because new developments are going to take
place and only as those take place and are s.uccessful will it
be possible to say.
For instance, you could do an in situ gas production
from coal in place in deep mines -- and this at a competitive'
price -- and this revolutionizes the production of gas.
If you do it on the surface, as the South Africans
do it, then you have high costs, higher than present production
costs. So that has been a subsidized proposition. So it is
hard to tell until you know what is going to come through
which direction we should go in.
But coal obviously is a major source. Gas supplies
are going to run out at some point. Even oil is going to
decline very rapidly going into the nineties. So you go to
nuclear energy.
Then you go to the question of the ecologists.
What is going to happen in the vote in California? And what
ever happens in that proposition out there is gOing to influence
importantly what happens in nuclear energy nation-wide.
Some people happen to believe in no-growth. I think
this is a disaster for our country. So I think there is no
wisdom except the competitive effort of free enterprise that
can tell what is the most effective; efficient way to do it.
SECRETARY RICHARDSON: rUght I ask members of the
council to identify themselves for the record so that in
looking back over it we will know whose questions these were.
That was Bill May of American Can Company on the
first question.
MORE
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MR. MILLIKEN:

Frank Milliken, Kennecott.

How do you tie this in with the ERDA demonstration
procedure, some of these projects where technology has not
advanced adequately to justify, you might say, full-scale
operations?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Hand in glove, to me. They
just go togeth~,r. ERDA develops the new things, makes a
laboratory demonstration; and then if the taking of that
laboratory demonstration out into a full commercial production
is too risky and the end product price is not well understood
in advance, then I think that that is where this corporation
comes in. But if they get private capital to finance it, then
the corporation isn't needed.
MR. MILLIKEN: But you would look to ERDA first
to go through the demonstration?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Yes. This is not a research
operation. It is really a financial institution. It,is an
investment bank on a self-liquidating basis.
MR. DANZANSKY:

Joe Danzansky of Giant Food.

'"

Mr. Vice President, how can we as a council be
of help in this project in getting it through?
THE VICE PP~SIDENT: Anyone who is a member of
this council 0::::-' in' ,this room today 'who is :':."eady to or would
be willing to consider testifying in either the Senate or
House on this ~ubject would make a major contribution. That
is of the moment the most important thing.
NR. DANZANSKY:
resolution?

Hould it be helpful if we had a

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Fantastic. Fantastically
helpful. Because the tragedy is, and I just met with a
group of Senators, a:::. I £:ai.,d, on this subject, and they
pointed out that the American people really are not clear
yet as to whether there is a crisis. And they say, IIHow
is Congress going to act until the American people are
aware that there is a crisis?1I
Well, ther~ are leaders and there are followers.
But I happen to think you are the leaders, and you understand
it because you are aware of it. You are the ones who are
going to have to go forward.
MR. FORD:

L. C. Ford, Chevron 'Shipping.

I understood you to say that the public wants
these regulations, referring I believe to regulations on
business.
'f'

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
public opinion polls.

That is according to the
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MR. fORD: Honestly, I don't personally think they
have'the foggiest idea of what these regulations are.
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
MR. FORD:

They don't.

And hO\,1 mas si ve they are.

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
they \-,rant them:

That is right.

That is why

(Laughter. )
HR. FORD: I1y concern about this particular program
is that it does concede that the private sector is lost, up
to a. point; that there is no retre~t from the situation we' are
in. There is no hope that this mass of regulations and
shackles 'that are oh,us can be removed.
This worries me, because I don't thinJ: we should
really give that up. Isn't there some chance \"le can go back
somewhat he're?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Yes, there is. You see,
the way I personally view it -- \lIe each have our own
perspective on these things -- is that a lot of these are
left over from the 19th century and that they are unrelated
to today, and that the Congress has followed a policy of
legislating intent and not legislating law.
This is totally contrary to our original concept,
and then they leave it to bureaucracies to write the law.
Then, because it is vague" the courts get in the act.
Because the court gets in, you sue ,on one side or ~he other,
depending on what side you are on, and the court is now
legislating and administering.
We have a total breakdown -- not a total, but a
serious breakdown --in ~,e separation of powers that the
original found.ing fathers created between Legislative,
Executiv~~d J:udiciary.
My personal solution, or approach, to this question
of regulation" is :that we as a ;:Jation -- that is the Executive
and Legislative 'and the people -- have got to reexamine what
is our objective.
Take airlines. Do we want Air Canada in America?
If so, we need one kind of regulation. Do we want private
airlines to stay in business? If so, you have to create
conditions which permit them to stay'in.business.
,'.
.
"

Those are all clear, simple things that any
intelligent people can do. Bring taelil up ,1::0 ,da~'" ~hen you
write your regulations to maximize the ability of our American
entlerprise system to meet people's needs.
But we haven't done that yet. So we are, just
building regulation on top of regulation.
MORE
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You can say that I am. $pea~ing,glibly on this.
I for three years have been Chairman of the conimission
created by t.he Congress to study the 1972 \vater Quality Act.
We just finished our recomm.enda,tions. We spent, $17 million
in studies. I can give you a few illustrations.
The electroplating industry, for instance, there
are 90,000 companies. If the '77 and '83 re~ulations are
enforced, 35,000 small companies will go into bankruptcy.
Okay, this is what you are talking about.
NOw, until we made these studies, nobody looked
at that. So we have come up wi threcommendations '''hich
would be more realistic. But what was done was intent was
legislated, and' 'then the environmental agency is writing
regulations to carry out the intent, and then the courts
get in and sue, and we are in a jungle, frankly.
But I think it has got to be done systematically.
Bu.t basically the American people want government to
regulate these activities because they want to preserve the
environment. They want to have safety. They want to have
equal employment opportunities.
Now the question is, how do you do it without
destroying the system?
So I am \'lith you, but I think it is going to be
a complicated factor, and it won't happen in time to get us
off the dead center on energy.
MR. WHITING: r·lr. Vice President, the bill and the
amount of the bill put" together will be $600 billion to
$800 billion of investment. One sees now a forecast
beginning to come as a result of a ~eakness of the economy
in '74 and '75, and also perhaps in conservation, because
you can't really distinguish between the two.
But you see mOre reliable forecasts. .I think
most recently "Fortune" magazine projected,$4 pillion to
$5 billion in total investments.
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

For energy self-su;ficiency?

MR. tiHITING: I believe so, but I am not absolutely
positive on that. But you see lower figures. tHll that have
any 'impact on the bill or the amount in ~e bill? ',,' \
THE VICE PRESlDENT: Of course, there is nothing
that says in -the bill you hav.e to spend the money.> I"The m~ney
would be appropriated as the need was required, and the
limitations on the use of the money 'are' very sharp.
The project has to,make a contribution to. energy
independence. It has to prove it can't, get private'.capital·~
It has got to get the money from the government ata competitive
rate. They 'cannot go and drop :to a ver~low ,r~te. t Otherwise
you drive private capital out of· the marke~.
MO~

•

other words, we' h~ve triea tp.w~it~ i~to this
all of the proteetions which prese,rveth~ sy's~em and enhance
it and encourage it rather than compete. w,ith ).t~ So if it
could be done for less, great.
I~

MR. MACHOWSKY:
of Georgia Paoific.,

fir. Vice "President:, Bi'Il MaChowsky

Some of us are concerned. about market forces.
I wonder whether we shouldn't concentrate on deregulation
of natural, g,as. a,nd oil before going into your program so
that we would know where y,ou needtl)e subsidy' and how much
of a subsidy •
.THE VICE PRESIDENT: As. you know, the Administration
did, as.~rank Zarb -- who has.gotten here now; he is right in
front of me -- Frank Zarb.has done more to try and get this
accomplished than any individual in the country.
He was wit~in ahair's breath of getting it done
and then the House voted against it. It is an ~lection;,year
and these are hot subjects,and very few want - he says we
need both.
"
;.

MR. MACHOWSKY:

What order, though?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: ,But all, I am trying to say is
if we get it, that is fine. It makes it simpler. Then maybe
you get private capital and you won't have to borrow f~om
the corppration.
.'

,

That is the beauty of it. It isn't putt;n~ the
government into business. It is making the governmeht act
in this case as a banker that. iS"willing to take certain
risks that p~ivate enterprise, under the 'conditions that
exist, is not willing to take.
I,f you get this, which I support 100 percent -- it
is essential -- then that eliminates financ.ing a whole series
of activities.
But I think that the beauty of this is that
flexibility.
~. COLEMAN:
Mr. Vice President, you made the
statement something to the effect that the American people
do not'. yet, believe there is an energy crisis. In your
opinion, how can this belief be established for the American
people?

. ','

THE, VICE PRESIDENT:

Or disillusionment.

Of course, if there was another oil boycott, that
would ·do it:.,· That is obvious. We hope there won't be.
.

. ,

Therefore, you have two means -- well, three means.
The President of the United States can on national television
point out some of. the dangers we face. His ~uthoJ:"ity, and he
can get the ,nattonal .televisiOn. is' ve.~y important.
I think, as we discussed at lunch today with the
MORE
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Senators, that we have got to get media'themselves, the
leaders in the media -- press, radio and television -- to
understand this so that they in their treatment of these
subjects.. will try and help the American people on a news
basis -- not propaganda, but just on a factual basis.
They are always writing editorials and talking'
about these things. They can tell the American people the
truth, that we do face a serious crisis.
What of course is happening is we are subsidizing
the high foreign oil by holding down domestic prices of
domestic producers so as to average to the consumer a lower
price. It is an artificial price in terms of the ability
to replace with new production or to buy abroad. So that it
is a totally artificial situation today created by government
action -- both government at home and abroad. But we have
got to help the public understand this.
lv1R. McKENNA f Mr. Vice President, Mike l\1cKenna,
National Federation of Independent Business.
I think Congress and the Administration need more
input from private bodies so far as the rule-making process
is concerned.
THE VICE PPESIDENT:

No question.

MR. McKENNA: I think it would be of benefit if
they had advi~ory committees where these matters were 'processed
through them by the people affected by it before they put the
rules into effect.
'
THE VICE PR!!:SIDENT: Absolutely right. You could
say the same things for States and local governments.
I will never forget -- I will use the illustration
of the government. State and local governments suffer just
as a business does. They are all tied up in red tape, too.
A bill was passed, it was Title 19, which created
r·1edicaid. I had been under a lot of criticism as a Governor
for not getting all we were entitled to from Nashington. So,
we studied this bill very carefully and figured out what we
could get in New York. You k'rim'l, a good Philadelphia lawyer
and so forth.
We went to Washington with the request for
$218 million, by increasing our eligibility standards, and

so forth.
I got a call from Senator Javits and he said, lIyou
have to come down and meet with the delegation. We have a
crisis.
II

I went down. They- said, "New· York State has taken
all the money Congress planned for the entire bill, for the
entire country under this bill.u
MORE
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I said, "Look, Senator. ~'1e didn't write the bill.
You never consulted us about the bill. We had no opportunity
to express ourselves.
1i

Now, perhaps we were delinquent not knowing what
they were doing, but we didn't. I said, "All we did was
to just take what you had written and then follow that law."
One Congressman who was there from our delegation
said, "Had I known what was in that bill, by God I would have
voted against it."
I said, "Great, Congressman. Go back and tell your
constituents that and that will insure their confidence in
your representation."
(Laughter. )
THE VICE PRESIDE~.JT: But frankly, this is just the
situation. These things are so complicated these dedicated
men and women on the Hill don't understand a lot of these
things. And it is our fault as citizens and as representatives.
I think you are absolutely right, and we ought to
make this really a major part of our efforts -- both as
local government and as private enterprise. So I am with
you 100 percent. It would prevent a lot of this stuff.
These hearings we had with all the people testifying
on the liater Quality Act. If we had done this ahead of the
writing of the bill instead of afterwards, it wuld have
changed the writing of the bill. Now luckily the report is
going out, and I think when they rewrite the bill it will be
a much better bill.
Ladies and gentlemen, you are very kind to let me
come here. I am deeply grateful. I just worry about where
we are going to be 10 years from now and what might happen
between now and then, and what can happen to some of your
companies if we run into a shortage and then your goods have
to go up and you have to layoff workers, and you can" t get
the energy and you start paying more for it and we get back
into inflation. We need that like a hole in the head.
I thank you very much indeed.
(Applause.)
. END

(AT 2:30 P.M. EST)

